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Abstract

This study attempted to use semantic relations expressed in text, in particular cause-e�ect relations, to
improve information retrieval e�ectiveness. The study investigated whether the information obtained by
matching cause-e�ect relations expressed in documents with the cause-e�ect relations expressed in users'
queries can be used to improve document retrieval results, in comparison to using just keyword
matching without considering relations.

An automatic method for identifying and extracting cause-e�ect information in Wall Street Journal
text was developed. Causal relation matching was found to yield a small but signi®cant improvement in
retrieval results when the weights used for combining the scores from di�erent types of matching were
customized for each query. Causal relation matching did not perform better than word proximity
matching (i.e. matching pairs of causally related words in the query with pairs of words that co-occur
within document sentences), but the best results were obtained when causal relation matching was
combined with word proximity matching. The best kind of causal relation matching was found to be
one in which one member of the causal relation (either the cause or the e�ect) was represented as a
wildcard that could match with any word. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Most information retrieval systems use keyword matching without taking into account the
semantic relations between words expressed in queries and documents. It seems reasonable to
expect better retrieval results if the retrieval system could identify semantic relations in text
accurately, match the relations expressed in queries with relations in the documents, and take
into account the degree of relation match when estimating the document's relevance. This
study investigated whether relation matching can be used to improve information retrieval
e�ectiveness, focusing on one type of relation Ð the cause-e�ect relation.
An automatic method for identifying and extracting cause-e�ect information in Wall Street

Journal text was developed. The method uses linguistic clues to identify causal relations
without recourse to knowledge-based inferencing. The automatic method was used in an
experimental information retrieval system to identify causal relations in a database of full-text
Wall Street Journal documents.
In the retrieval experiments, keywords and causal relations identi®ed in the documents were

matched with keywords and causal relations in the user's query statement. We investigated
whether it improved retrieval results to calculate the similarity between the query and the
documents using the additional information of causal relation matches.

2. Rationale for the study

Results of previous studies using relation matching have been disappointing. Retrieval
improvement from relation matching was obtained in some studies but the improvements were
not greater than was obtainable just by using word proximity matching, i.e. by assuming that
the desired relation between two query words was present in the document just from the fact
that they occurred within a document sentence or in close proximity.
Two factors a�ect the usefulness of relation matching. The ®rst is the accuracy factor. It is

di�cult to identify relations in text accurately using automatic means. There is usually a
substantial error rate using present-day text processing software. In this study, we chose to
focus on one type of relation in order to achieve higher accuracy in the automatic
identi®cation of the relation.
The second factor is the relational ambiguity factor. Relation matching will give better

retrieval results than word proximity matching to the extent that it is di�cult to predict the
relation between two words just from the fact that they occur near to each other in a
document. For example, if the words eat and apple are adjacent in the text, we can quite
con®dently predict that apple has the ``patient'' (i.e. object) relation to the word eat without
even reading the sentence. There is little relational ambiguity. Using sophisticated natural
language processing to identify this relation in document sentences will probably not yield
better retrieval results than just searching eat (same sentence ) apple. The greater the relational
ambiguity between two query words occurring in the document, the more likely will relation
matching help improve retrieval results. The degree of relational ambiguity between two words
increases with the distance between the words in the text. If the words eat and apple occur
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further apart, e.g. in adjacent sentences, then there is more doubt about what relation, if any,
exists between the two words. There is more relational ambiguity.
Previous studies of relation matching have used both syntactic and semantic relations.

Syntactic relation is the relation between two words derived from the syntactic structure of the
sentence. Semantic relation is the logical or conceptual relation expressed in the text but not
wholly dependent on the particular syntactic structure of the sentence. Semantic relations are
more likely to be useful in information retrieval because the same semantic relation can be
expressed in many syntactic forms. In matching semantic relations, we are matching across
di�erent syntactic relations. Syntactic relation matching may yield fewer matches than semantic
relation matching. Also, the user decides whether a document is relevant or not based on
meaning (e.g. semantic relations) rather than form (syntactic relations).
Semantic relations can be at di�erent levels of abstraction. A high level relation is one that

can be decomposed into more primitive concepts and relations. As an example, the following
conceptual graph (a kind of semantic representation) ``[person:John]4 (eat) 4 [apple]''1 states
that John has an ``eating'' relationship with an apple. The relation eat is a high-level relation
that can be decomposed into the concept eat and the ``case relations'' agent and patient. The
above conceptual graph thus expresses the same thing as ``[person:John] 3 (agent)3 [eat] 4
(patient)4 [apple]''.
Case relations are low-level semantic relations that exist between the main verb of a clause

and the other constituents of the clause (Fillmore, 1968; Somers, 1987). Two studies, Lu (1990)
and Myaeng and Liddy (1993), did not obtain good retrieval results with case relation
matching. Case relations exist between words that occur very close together in a sentence Ð
usually in adjacent positions and always within the same clause. Relational ambiguity is less
likely. Higher-level relations can exist between words that occur further apart in the document.
Relation matching is thus more likely to be helpful with higher-level relations than with case
relations. From this perspective, the causal relation looks like a good candidate for use in
information retrieval. The causal relation can exist between two words within a clause, between
two clauses, or between two sentences.

3. Previous studies of relation matching

Most studies on relation matching have focused on syntactic relations. Research to date has
found a small improvement in retrieval e�ectiveness when syntactic relations in documents and
queries are taken into account in the retrieval process (Croft, 1986; Croft, Turtle & Lewis,
1991; Dillon & Gray, 1983; Hyoudo, Niimi & Ikeda, 1998; Smeaton & van Rijsbergen, 1988).
The improvement over using just keywords is usually less than 10% in the 11-point recall-
precision average. Strzalkowski, Carballo and Marinescu (1995) obtained an improvement of
20%, but their system included other enhancements than relation matching. Smeaton,

1 A word within square brackets is a label for a concept. A word within round brackets is a label for a relation.
Arrows indicate the direction of a relation.
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O'Donnell and Kelledy (1995) obtained worse results from relation matching (using a tree-
matching procedure) than from keyword matching.
The retrieval results from syntactic relation matching appears to be no better and often

worse than the results obtainable using index phrases generated using statistical methods, such
as those described in Salton, Yang and Yu (1975) and Fagan (1989).
Systems that use automatic methods to identify semantic relations in text usually do it as

part of the process of extracting information to store in a semantic representation (or
knowledge representation scheme). Information is retrieved from this semantic store by
comparing the information in the store with the semantic representation of the user's query.
Such a system is called a conceptual information retrieval system.
To extract information from text requires extensive domain knowledge to support the

syntactic and semantic processing. Since the knowledge base has to be constructed manually,
such systems are usually limited to a narrow domain. In a specialized technical domain,
sentence structures may show less variety than in a non-technical or heterogeneous document
collection. Moreover, the words used in a specialized technical domain may be limited to a
relatively small technical vocabulary. Syntactic processing can thus focus on the common
syntactic structures, and the knowledge base construction and semantic processing can focus
on the terms and concepts that are important in that domain.
Four examples of conceptual information retrieval systems are the RIME system (Berrut,

1990), the patent-claim retrieval system described by Nishida and Takamatsu (1982), the
SCISOR system (Rau, 1987; Rau, Jacobs & Zernik, 1989) and the FERRET system (Mauldin,
1991). It is not clear how e�ective these systems are. The system evaluations have not been
carried out in a way that allows comparison with the best keyword matching methods.
Lu (1990) investigated the use of case relation matching for information retrieval using a

small test database of abstracts. The retrieval results that he obtained from case relation
matching were worse than from vector-based keyword matching (though not signi®cantly so).
He used a tree-matching technique for matching case relations. It may not be fair to compare a
relation matching scheme that uses tree matching with a keyword matching scheme that uses
vector matching. Vector-based keyword matching has been studied for decades and the best
methods are known. Research on tree-matching methods for information retrieval has barely
begun.
Identifying and coding the necessary domain knowledge for semantic processing is labor-

intensive. Moreover, much of the knowledge is not portable to another domain. It is thus
important to investigate whether non-domain speci®c procedures for extracting semantic
relations can yield a substantial improvement in retrieval e�ectiveness.
The DR-LINK project (Liddy & Myaeng, 1993, 1994; Myaeng & Liddy, 1993; Myaeng,

Khoo & Li, 1994) was perhaps the ®rst large-scale project to investigate general methods for
extracting semantic relations for information retrieval. Non-domain speci®c resources like the
machine readable versions of Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (1987, 2nd ed.) and
Roget's International Thesaurus (1962, 3rd ed.) were used. Case frames were constructed semi-
manually for all verb entries and senses in the Longman Dictionary. However, preliminary
experiments found few relation matches between queries and documents.
Finally, Liu (1997) has investigated partial relation matching. Instead of trying to match the

whole concept-relation-concept triple (i.e. both concepts as well as the relation between them),
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he sought to match individual concepts together with the semantic role that the concept has in
the sentence. Instead of trying to ®nd matches for ``word1 4 (relation) 4 word2'', his system
sought to ®nd matches for ``word14 (relation)'' and ``(relation)4word2'' separately. Liu used
case roles and the vector-space retrieval model, and was able to obtain positive results only for
long queries (i.e. abstracts that are used as queries).

4. Automatic identi®cation of cause-e�ect relations in text

In this study, we handled only the cause-e�ect relations that are explicitly expressed or
indicated in the text. There are, of course, many causal relations that are implicit in text and
are inferred by the reader using world knowledge. The computer program we developed use
only linguistic clues to identify causal relations. No inferencing is performed.
From a review of the linguistic literature, we identi®ed the following ways of explicitly

expressing cause-e�ect.

1. By using causal links to link two phrases, clauses or sentences. Altenberg (1984) classi®ed
causal links into four main types:
1.1. the adverbial link, e.g. so, hence, therefore
1.2. the prepositional link, e.g. because of, on account of
1.3. subordination, e.g. because, as, since
1.4. the clause-integrated link, e.g. that's why, the result was.

2. By using causative verbs. These are verbs with meanings that include a causal element, e.g.
break and kill. The transitive break can be paraphrased as to cause to break, and the
transitive kill can be paraphrased as to cause to die.

3. By using resultative constructions. These are sentences in which the object of a verb is
followed by a phrase describing the state of the object as a result of the action denoted by
the verb. The following examples are taken from Simpson (1983):
3.1. I painted the car yellow.
3.2. I cooked the meat to a cinder.
3.3. The boxer knocked John out.

4. By using conditionals, i.e. ``if . . . then . . . '' constructions.
5. By using causative adjectives and adverbs, e.g. fatal, fatally, audible, audibly, amusing,

amusingly. Fatal can be paraphrased as to cause to die. These adjectives and adverbs were
not used in this study because of the di�culty of identifying them.

The automatic method we developed for identifying causal relations makes use of a set of
linguistic patterns, each pattern being a sequence of words and syntactic categories that usually
indicates the presence of a causal relation. A computer program was written to use the set of
patterns to detect causal relations expressed in text, and to extract from the text the cause and
the e�ect. The set of linguistic patterns was constructed based on an extensive literature review
and then re®ned by repeatedly applying the patterns to a sample of sentences, modifying the
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patterns to eliminate the errors, and applying the patterns to a new sample of sentences.
Details are given in Khoo, Korn®lt, Oddy and Myaeng (1998).
The system was evaluated using a random sample of 509 pairs of adjacent sentences and 64

single sentences (1082 sentences in all) taken from about 4 months of Wall Street Journal
articles. (This is di�erent from the sentences used to develop the linguistic patterns.) The
output of the computer program was compared with the judgments of two human judges who
were asked to identify causal relations in the sample sentences.
The program successfully identi®ed about 68% of the causal relations that were clearly

expressed within a sentence or between adjacent sentences. Of the instances that the computer
program identi®ed as causal relations, about 72% were correct.

5. The test collection

For the retrieval experiments, we used a subset of the TREC-1 and TREC-2 test collections
(Harman, 1993a, 1993b, 1994). These were the only TREC test collections available when the
study began. The test collections include documents from Wall Street Journal, AP Newswire,
Computer Select (Zi�-Davis Publishing), Federal Register, Abstracts from the Department of
Energy (DOE), San Jose Mercury News and US Patents. There are 150 query statements, of
which 78 contain one or more causal relations in the description or narrative sections of the
query statements. These 78 were the queries used in the study. Causal relations in the query
statements were manually identi®ed by one of the authors.
Twenty-®ve retrieval systems participated in TREC-1 and 31 systems in TREC-2. For each

query statement, TREC organizers obtained relevance judgments for the top ranked 100
documents from each set of results submitted by participating systems. Our study made use
only of the set of Wall Street Journal articles (1986±1992) that had relevance judgments from
TREC-1 and TREC-2 conferences. The number of Wall Street Journal articles that had
relevance judgments for each query is indicated in the Appendix. For each query, a test
database was constructed comprising the Wall Street Journal articles that had relevance
judgments for the query. In other words, a di�erent test database was used for each query. This
was done to reduce the test collection to a manageable size for exploring many combinations
of weighting schemes and for using the SAS statistical software to perform regression analysis.
Since the test database for each query consisted of the top-ranked Wall Street Journal

documents retrieved by other systems, the experiments were in fact testing whether causal
relation matching could be used as a precision-enhancing procedure to make ®ne distinctions
among the top-ranked documents from other retrieval systems.

6. The retrieval system

The experimental retrieval system used in the study was based on the vector space model
(Salton, 1989; Salton & McGill, 1983). The system constructed several sub-vectors for each
query and document Ð one subvector for each type of matching and weighting scheme. The
system performed eight types of matching: keyword matching, word proximity matching, and
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six types of causal relation matching. During retrieval, each query subvector was matched with
a document subvector, and a similarity score calculated. The system then combined all these
subvector similarity scores into a composite score by taking a weighted sum.
The following types of matching were performed in the study:

. keyword matching, in which words in the document were matched with words in the query.

. causal relation matching, in which pairs of causally related words in the document were
matched with pairs of causally related words in the query statement. Six types of causal
relation matching were carried out.

. word proximity matching, in which pairs of words that co-occurred within a sentence in the
document were matched with pairs of causally related words in the query statement.

6.1. Causal relation matching

Causal relation matching matched the pairs of causally-related phrases in the query statement
with pairs of causally related phrases that had been identi®ed in the document. Causal relation
matching was implemented in six ways:

1. ``Word4word'' matching
2. ``Wordpair4word'' and ``word4wordpair'' matching
3. ``Word4 �'' matching
4. ``�4word'' matching
5. ``Wordpair4 �'' matching
6. ``�4wordpair'' matching

``�'' is a wildcard character that will match with any word. A separate subvector was
constructed for each of the six types of causal relation matching.
For ``word 4 word'' matching, one word was taken from the cause phrase and the other

word from the e�ect phrase. For example, from the causal relation ``cigarette smoking4 lung
cancer'' the following ``word4word'' pairs were generated:

cigarette4 lung
cigarette4 cancer
smoking4 lung
smoking4 cancer

The ``word 4 word'' pairs can be viewed as automatically generated index phrases. Each of
these ``word4word'' pairs was represented by a component in the ``word4word'' subvector.
For ``wordpair 4 word'' matching, two words were taken from the cause phrase and one

word from the e�ect phrase:

cigarette+smoking4 lung
cigarette+smoking4 cancer

``Word4wordpair'' terms were generated in a similar way:
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cigarette4 cancer+lung
smoking4 cancer+lung

``Wordpair 4 word'' and ``word 4 wordpair'' matching, since they involved three words from
each causal relation, provided more precise matching than ``single word 4 single word''
matching.

For ``word4 �'' matching, words were extracted from the cause phrase only:

cigarette4 �

smoking4 �

``�'' is a wildcard symbol indicating that the e�ect word is unspeci®ed. ``Word4 �'' matching is
less constrained than ``word4 word'' matching. In e�ect, words occurring in a cause phrase in
the query statement were matched with words occurring in the cause phrases in the document.
This kind of matching would allow the relation ``cigarette smoking 4 lung cancer'' in a query
statement to match ``cigarette smoking4 respiratory disorders'' in a document.
For ``�4 word'' matching, words were extracted from the e�ect phrase instead of the cause

phrase. This kind of matching would allow the relation ``cigarette smoking 4 lung cancer'' in
the query statement to match ``air pollution4 lung cancer'' in a document.
For ``wordpair4 �'' matching, pairs of words were extracted from the cause phrase:

cigarette+smoking4 �

Similarly, for ``�4wordpair'' matching, pairs of words were extracted from the e�ect phrase.

6.2. Word proximity matching

For word proximity matching, pairs of words were generated from the documents and the
query statements. The pairs of words were constructed di�erently for documents than for
queries. For documents, each word in a sentence was paired with all the other words in the
same sentence, so the pairs were composed of words that co-occur in a sentence. For query
statements, the pairs of words were constructed by pairing each word in a cause phrase with
each word in the corresponding e�ect phrase. From the example ``cigarette smoking 4 lung
cancer'', the following pairs of words would be generated (the members of each pair being
arranged in alphabetic order):

cigarette Ð lung
cancer Ð cigarette
lung Ð smoking
cancer Ð smoking

In word proximity matching, pairs of causally related words in a query statement were allowed
to match pairs of words that co-occurred within a document sentence. This type of matching
assumes that when two words are causally related in a query statement, then they are also
causally related in a document if they co-occur within a sentence in the document.
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6.3. Weighting schemes and similarity measure

Table 1 describes how each query and each document subvector was constructed. Column 1
in the table gives a code for each query and document subvector. Column 2 indicates which
type of matching the subvector represents. Column 3 gives the weighting scheme used to
calculate the component weights of the query subvector. Column 4 gives the weighting scheme
used to calculate the component weights of the document subvector.
Binary weighting was used for causal relation matching and word proximity

matching because, in preliminary experiments, the tf�idf weighting scheme did not give
better results for causal relation matching and word proximity matching. Both term fre-
quency and binary weighting were used for keyword matching so that any improvement
from relation matching could not be attributed to the fact that binary weighting was not used
for keyword matching.
When matching a query with a document, each query subvector was matched with the

corresponding document subvector as listed in Table 1. We shall use the code given in the ®rst
column of the table to refer to the subvector similarity score generated by matching the pair of
query and document subvectors. The subvector similarity scores thus generated were combined
to obtain a composite similarity score for the document and query.
The baseline retrieval results in this study were the retrieval results for keyword matching

using both the k1 and k2 subvectors. Retrieval improvements from causal relation matching
were calculated in comparison with this baseline. For the keyword subvectors k1 and k2 for
each query, cosine normalization was performed. The e�ect of normalization is that each
component weight of a query subvector now re¯ects the importance of the word relative to the
whole set of words in the query.
For the causal relation subvectors for each query, we feel that it is not appropriate to use

cosine normalization. This is because there are usually other relations in a query besides the
causal relation. Cosine normalization of a causal relation vector will not tell us how important
each causal relation is with respect to the whole set of relations in the query. In this study, we
performed some kind of ``normalization'' by dividing the component weights of the causal
relation subvectors by the length of the k1 keyword subvector.2 In e�ect, the length of the
keyword subvector was taken as an approximation of the length of the relation subvector
(which would include not just the causal relation but all the other relations in the query).3

The following two methods of term con¯ation were used in this study:

1. Converting each word to an entry word in the machine readable version of the Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English (2nd ed.)

2. Replacing each word with category codes from Roget's International Thesaurus (3rd ed.).

2 It is more appropriate to use the length of the k2 subvector for ``normalizing'' the causal relation subvectors,

because k2 uses binary weighting as is the case with all the causal relation subvectors used in this study. The reason
this was not done was because the k2 subvector was added to the study after all the other subvectors had been con-
structed. We felt that it was not worth the e�ort to recalculate all the causal relation subvectors using the length of

the k2 subvector.
3 Preliminary experiments indicated that the use of unnormalized relation subvectors does not perform as well as

the normalization method used here, supporting the notion that this approximation is helpful.
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Table 1

Similarity sub-scores generated for each document during retrievala

Code Type of matching Weighting scheme for query vector terms Weighting scheme for document vector terms

k1 keyword ntf�idf cos tf�idf cos
k2 keyword bin cos bin�idf

v1 word4 � bin norm bin�idf
v2 word pair4 � bin norm bin�idf

w1
�4word bin norm bin�idf

w2
�4word pair bin norm bin�idf

c1 word4word bin norm bin�idf
c2 word pair4word & word4word pair bin norm bin�idf

a1 word pair within sentence bin norm bin�idf
a2 word triple within sentence bin norm bin�idf

a Abbreviations: bin, binary weighting: the value 1 is assigned as the component weight if the feature is present in the query or document, 0
otherwise; tf, term frequency weighting: the value assigned is the number of times the feature occurs in the query or document; ntf, normalized
term frequency weighting: a variation of the term frequency weighting in which the weight is constrained to vary between the values 0.5 and 1.0.

The weight is calculated using the formula: 0.5+0.5� tf/(max tf); idf, inverse document frequency, calculated using the formula LOG (N/df) where
N is the total number of documents in the document collection and df is the document frequency of the term (the number of documents containing
the term); cos, cosine normalization: dividing each component weight by the length of the vector, which is given by the formula S

p n

i�1weight 2i
where n is the number of components in the vector and weighti is the weight for component i of the vector; norm, normalization by dividing each

component weight by the length of the k1 query vector.
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Conversion of words to an entry word in Longman Dictionary was performed using a computer
program developed in the DR-LINK project (Liddy & Myaeng, 1993). This conversion
program can be considered to be a ``weak'' stemmer. It con¯ates singular and plural forms,
and word forms for the di�erent tenses. However, it does not con¯ate words belonging to
di�erent grammatical categories if each has a separate entry in the dictionary. Words in proper
nouns are stemmed in the same way but are converted to uppercase so that when vectors are
constructed, stemmed words from proper nouns are considered di�erent words from the same
words that are not proper nouns.
The second method of term con¯ation used in this study was to replace words in the text

with Roget codes. However, this was not found to enhance the e�cacy of causal relation
matching. Retrieval results from the use of Roget codes are not included in this report, but can
be found in Khoo (1995).
The degree of match between the query and a document was calculated as follows:

1. Calculate the similarity between each query subvector and the corresponding document
subvector as listed in Table 1, using the inner product measure. A similarity subscore was
thus generated for each query subvector.

2. Combine the similarity subscores generated in Step 1 into a composite similarity score by
taking the weighted sum of the similarity subscores. The appropriate set of weights to use
was determined empirically, as described in a later section.

7. Retrieval experiments

Two experiments were carried out. Each had the following two steps:

1. A model building step, carried out to determine the best set of weights to use for combining
the subscores from the di�erent types of matching,

2. A model validation step, carried out to determine the retrieval e�ectiveness of the models
developed in the model building step.

Retrieval e�ectiveness was measured using the normalized recall, normalized precision, the 11-
point recall-precision average, and the 3-point recall-precision average (Salton & McGill, 1983,
pp. 180±182).

7.1. Experiment 1

The ®rst experiment was carried out using 39 query statements for model building (i.e. for
determining the best set of weights to use when combining the subscores from the di�erent
types of matching) and using a di�erent set of 38 query statements for model validation (i.e.
for determining the retrieval e�ectiveness of the models developed). These are the queries in the
TREC-1 and TREC-2 collections that contain one or more causal relations. We shall refer to
the ®rst set of 39 queries as the training set, and the second set as the test set.
In the model building step, the best set of weights was determined empirically by trying out
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various weights and ®nding the set of weights that gave the best retrieval results for the
training set of queries using the normalized recall and normalized precision measures. Six
models were developed:

. Model 0: documents are ranked in the order they appear in the database. This simulates
random retrieval.

. Model 1: keyword matching using term frequency weighting.

. Model 2: keyword matching using a combination of term frequency weighting and binary
weighting. This is the baseline, against which the other models are compared.

. Model 3: combination of keyword matching and causal relation matching. Of the several
types of causal relation matching tried, only ``word 4 �'' matching and ``word 4 word''
matching produced an improvement in the average retrieval results for the training set of
queries.

. Model 4: keyword matching plus word proximity matching.

. Model 5: keyword matching plus word proximity matching plus causal relation matching.

Details of the models are given in Table 2.
Table 3 gives the retrieval results obtained when the models were applied to the test set of 38

queries. Comparing the results for Model 2 and Model 5 in Table 3 and their recall-precision
curves shown in Fig. 1, it is clear that causal relation matching did not produce any
improvement in retrieval. The only substantial improvement found in this experiment was
between Model 1 and Model 2 (about 6.7% improvement in the 3-point average ). Using binary
weighting in addition to term frequency weighting of keywords produced a clear improvement
in retrieval e�ectiveness.
In this experiment, the best set of weights to use for combining the subscores from the

di�erent types of matching was determined using one set of queries and tested using a di�erent

Table 2

Models developed in the ®rst experimenta

Model
no.

Model

Model 0 documents are ranked in the order they appear in the database
Model 1 k1, keyword matching using term frequency weighting

Model 2 k1/(max k1)+0.62�k2/(max k2), keyword matching using a combination of term frequency weighting and
binary weighting

Model 3 k1/(max k1)+0.62�k2/(max k2)+0.70�v 21/(max v 21)+0.65�c1/(max c1), combination of keyword matching

and causal relation matching
Model 4 k1/(max k1)+0.62�k2/(max k2)+0.87�a 1/2

1 /(max a 1/2
1 ), combination of keyword matching and word

proximity matching
Model 5 k1/(max k1)+0.62�k2/(max k2)+0.87�a 1/2

1 /(max a 1/2
1 )+1.24�v 21/(max v 21), combination of keyword

matching, word proximity matching and causal relation matching

a Notes: (1) The factors in the models are explained in Table 1. (2) max k1, max k2, . . . refer to the highest score

obtained by a document. (3) If a subscore does not appear in a model, it indicates that the coe�cient or weight for
the subscore is 0, i.e. the subscore did not improve retrieval results in the model building step of the experiment.
(4) v 21 is the square of the v1 score, and a 1/2

1 is the square-root of the a1 score.
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set of queries. The purpose was to develop a retrieval model that, though not optimal for any
single query, will give better retrieval results on average across all the queries. The negative
result indicates that we have failed to derive a set of weights for the various types of causal
relation matching that gives better results on average than the baseline model.
However, it may be that the di�erent types of causal relation matching do not work equally

well for all the queries, and each type of causal relation matching should be weighted
di�erently for di�erent queries. A particular type of causal relation matching may capture the
similarity between document and query better for one query than another. Experiment 2 was
carried out to test this hypothesis.

7.2. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was carried out to determine whether causal relation matching would improve
retrieval results when the weights used for combining the subscores were optimized for

Table 3
Retrieval results for Experiment 1a

Model
0

Model
1

Model
2

Model
3

Model
4

Model
5

Precision at 11 recall levels
0% 0.2765 0.7670 0.7934 0.8035 0.7615 0.7505
10% 0.2469 0.6150 0.6491 0.6414 0.6616 0.6607

20% 0.2320 0.5663 0.6095 0.6059 0.6042 0.5878
30% 0.2274 0.4927 0.5415 0.5451 0.5332 0.5435
40% 0.2234 0.4529 0.4840 0.4865 0.4812 0.4867

50% 0.2179 0.4238 0.4480 0.4446 0.4419 0.4450
60% 0.2161 0.3897 0.4118 0.4183 0.4122 0.4116
70% 0.2120 0.3624 0.3848 0.3869 0.3813 0.3810
80% 0.2088 0.3300 0.3510 0.3476 0.3527 0.3525

90% 0.2054 0.2957 0.3244 0.3231 0.3172 0.3152
100% 0.1989 0.2450 0.2678 0.2669 0.2633 0.2625

Average precision over the 11 recall levels
0.2241 0.4491 0.4787 0.4791 0.4737 0.4725

Average precision over 3 recall levels (20%, 50% and 80%

recall)
0.2196 0.4400 0.4695 0.4660 0.4663 0.4618

Normalized recall

0.5422 0.7540 0.7705 0.7674 0.7626 0.7613
Normalized precision

0.3594 0.6156 0.6382 0.6361 0.6309 0.6300

a Note: The precision for the 11 recall levels reported here is the ``interpolated precision'' described in Salton and
McGill (1983, pp. 167±168). Precision at 0% recall represents the highest precision achieved at any recall level. Pre-
cision at the other recall points are the highest precision found from that recall point onwards. This explains why

Model 0 shows monotonically decreasing precision even though it is equivalent to random retrieval.
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individual queries. The set of weights to use for each query was determined using one half of
the test database and then tested using the other half of the test database.
The best set of weights for each query was determined using forward stepwise logistic

regression using the function Proc Logistic in SAS ver. 6 (SAS Institute Inc., 1990). In the
regression analysis, the documents were treated as the experimental units. The independent
variables were the subscores for the di�erent subvectors, and the dependent variable was the
relevance of the document (whether the document was relevant or not relevant to the query).
In the stepwise regression, a � 0:10 was the threshold used for selecting variables to enter the
regression model and a � 0:15 was the threshold used for eliminating variables from the model.
The logistic regression would ®nd a set of weights for the independent variables that would
best predict the log odds that a document was relevant (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989).
The advantage of using logistic regression is that a large number of variables can be tried

using stepwise regression. The disadvantage is that logistic regression does not directly optimize
the retrieval measures (e.g. 11-point recall-precision average and 3-point recall-precision average )
which are based on the ranks of the documents. A model developed using logistic regression
will predict the log odds that a document is relevant to the query. A small increase in the
accuracy of predicting this log odds (even if signi®cant) might not be enough to give a more
accurate ranking of the retrieved documents displayed to the user.
Five models were developed for each query:

. Model 1: keyword matching using term frequency weighting (k1 subvector).

. Model 2: keyword matching using a combination of term frequency weighting and binary
weighting (combining the scores from k1 and k2 subvectors). This is the baseline, against
which the other models are compared.

Fig. 1. Recall-precision curve for Model 2 and Model 5 in Experiment 1.
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. Model 3: combination of keyword matching and causal relation matching.

. Model 4: combination of keyword matching and word proximity matching.

. Model 5: combination of keyword matching, word proximity matching and causal relation
matching.

The retrieval results for the ®ve models are given in Table 4. The comparisons of interest are
between Models 3, 4 and 5 with the baseline of Model 2. Dunnett's t test (one-tailed) was used
to test whether each of the Models 3 to 5 gave better results than Model 2.
If we examine the precision ®gures at the various recall levels (Table 4 and Fig. 2), we ®nd

that Model 3 gave better precision than Model 2 at all recall levels less than 80%, and was
signi®cantly better at 20% and 30% recall. Model 4 and Model 5 were better than Model 2 at
all recall levels less than 100% (see Fig. 3). Model 5 was signi®cantly better ( p<0.01) at recall
levels 20±50%.
Using the 3-point recall-precision average as the retrieval e�ectiveness measure, we ®nd that

Models 3, 4 and 5 all did signi®cantly better than Model 2 at the a � 0:05 level. Model 3 and
Model 4 each obtained a retrieval improvement of 2.9% in the 3-point average compared with
Model 2. Model 5 (which uses both word proximity matching and causal relation matching)
obtained a retrieval improvement of 4.5% over Model 2, and this improvement was signi®cant

Table 4

Retrieval results for Experiment 2a

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Precision at 11 recall levels
0% 0.7691 0.7929 0.7972 0.8063 0.8246

10% 0.6656 0.6982 0.7116 0.7143 0.7284
20% 0.5884 0.6150 0.6458�� 0.6375� 0.6521��

30% 0.5277 0.5457 0.5736� 0.5698 0.5918���

40% 0.4928 0.5238 0.5404 0.5386 0.5517��

50% 0.4681 0.4957 0.5084 0.5134� 0.5201��

60% 0.4344 0.4549 0.4613 0.4612 0.4708
70% 0.4138 0.4162 0.4177 0.4225 0.4268

80% 0.3871 0.3877 0.3875 0.3909 0.3944
90% 0.3522 0.3449 0.3423 0.3464 0.3477
100% 0.3073 0.2975 0.2923 0.2959 0.2891

Average precision over the 11 recall levels
0.4915 0.5066 0.5162 0.5179 0.5270��

Average precision over 3 recall levels (20%, 50% and 80% recall)
0.4812 0.4995 0.5139� 0.5139� 0.5222��

Normalized recall
0.7713 0.7875 0.7838 0.7888 0.7864

Normalized precision
0.6378 0.6652 0.6692 0.6724 0.6775

a Dunnett's t test (one-tailed) was performed to compare the retrieval results for Models 3, 4 and 5 with Model 2,
which was taken as the baseline. An asterisk indicates that the result is signi®cantly better: �p < 0.05; ��p < 0.01;
���p<0.001.
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at the a � 0:01 level. The normalized recall measure did not show any improvement for Models
3, 4 and 5 compared with Model 2. It is known that the normalized recall measure is sensitive
to the ranks of the least relevant documents (Salton & McGill, 1983). For normalized precision,
which places more emphasis on the ranks of the most relevant documents, we see that Models
3, 4 and 5 fared better than Model 2, but the improvements were not signi®cant.

Fig. 2. Recall-precision curves for Model 2 and Model 3 in Experiment 2.

Fig. 3. Recall-precision curves for Model 2 and Model 5 in the Experiment 2.
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Of the 72 queries, 22 queries (31%) had better retrieval results (measured by the 3-point
average ) with Model 5 (word proximity plus causal relation matching) than with Model 2
(baseline keyword matching model). Eighteen of the queries had improvement of over 10%.
On the other hand, seven queries su�ered a drop of more than 10% in the retrieval result. For
these seven queries, Model 5 improved the retrieval results for the ®rst half of the test database
used in developing the model, but not for the second half of the database.

7.3. Further analysis

The data were further analyzed to answer the following questions:

1. Does causal relation matching give better retrieval results than word proximity matching?
2. Does causal relation matching do better for queries with a higher number of relevant

documents in the test database? This was expected to be the case because it would allow the
regression analysis to develop more accurate models.

3. Does causal relation matching give better results when the causal relation is central to the
user's query than when the causal relation is peripheral or of secondary importance to the
query?

Comparing the results for Models 3 and 4 in Table 4, we ®nd that Model 4 (using word
proximity matching) fared slightly better than Model 3 (using causal relation matching). This
suggests that if a query asks for documents that indicate that A causes/caused B, we can
assume that a causal relation exists between word A and word B in a document simply from
the fact that the two words occur within the same sentence.
However, using both causal relation matching as well as word proximity matching gave

better results than using word proximity matching alone, although the improvement was not
signi®cant. Table 4 indicates that Model 5 (combination of keyword, word proximity and
causal relation matching) did better than Model 4 (keyword and word proximity matching) at
all recall levels less than the 100% level. Seventeen queries (24%) had better results (measured
by the 3-point average ) with Model 5 than with Model 4. For these queries, causal relation
matching produced an improvement in retrieval results over and above any improvement from
word proximity matching. Nine queries (13%) had an improvement of over 10%. On the other
hand, 20 queries (28%) obtained worse results for Model 5 than Model 4. However, only ®ve
queries (7%) su�ered a degradation of over 10%.
The size of the training database a�ects how good the regression model is in subsequently

estimating the log odds that a document is relevant. How good a regression model is depends
on the size of the sample used to develop it. In typical retrieval situations, the number of
relevant documents is much smaller than the number of non-relevant documents. So, how
good a regression model is depends on the number of relevant documents in the sample. We
thus expected causal relation matching to give better results for queries with a higher number
of relevant documents in the test database because the resulting regression model would be
more accurate. We found this to be the case. Table 5 summarizes the retrieval results for the
41 queries that have more than 50 relevant documents in the test database. The average
improvement in the 3-point average for these 41 queries for Model 5 was 6.0% (compared to
4.5% improvement for all the 72 queries). Models 4 and 5 did signi®cantly better than Model 2
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for all the four retrieval measures (11-point average, 3-point average, normalized recall and
normalized precision ).
To ®nd out whether causal relation matching gives better results when the causal relation is

central to the user's query than when the causal relation is peripheral or less important to the
query, we reanalyzed the retrieval results as a split-plots factorial design with centrality
(whether the causal relation is central to the query or not) as the between-subjects factor. One
of the authors had previously read the queries and judged whether the causal relation was
central to the query or not. Admittedly, there was some amount of subjectivity in the
judgment. Examples of queries in which the causal relation was considered central and
peripheral are given in Table 6.
The 3-point averages for the two groups of queries (central and non-central) are given in

Table 7. For the queries in which the causal relation is central, Model 5 obtained an
improvement of 5.8% over Model 2. In contrast, Model 5 obtained an improvement of only
1.8% for the queries in which the causal relation is peripheral. Even though the di�erence
appears quite large, centrality was not found to be signi®cant in the analysis of variance.
Neither was the interaction term centrality�type of matching. So the improvement in retrieval
results was not signi®cantly di�erent when the causal relation was central to the query than
when it was not.
There may be other factors that a�ect the e�ectiveness of causal relation matching. The

retrieval improvement from causal relation matching may be greater:

1. When the causal association between the two words in the relation is weak than when the
association is strong. There are some pairs of words (e.g. smoking and cancer ) that if they
co-occur in a document, we can safely assume there is some kind of causal relation between
them. There is a strong causal association between the words. In this case, keyword
matching is su�cient for determining similarity between document and query, and causal
relation matching will not provide any additional information.

2. When many causal relation matches are found during retrieval than when there are few
causal relation matches.

Table 5
Retrieval results in Experiment 2 for queries with more than 50 relevant documents

Results averaged over 41 queries Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Average precision over the 11 recall levels

0.5901 0.6061 0.6206 0.6277� 0.6375��

Average precision over 3 recall levels (20%, 50% and 80% recall)
0.5789 0.5972 0.6192� 0.6225�� 0.6329���

Normalized recall
0.7761 0.7914 0.7912 0.8021� 0.8028�

Normalized precision
0.6998 0.7212 0.7303 0.7388� 0.7480��

� p<0.05; ��p<0.01; ���p<0.001.
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3. When the query has poor retrieval results from keyword matching than when the query has
good results from keyword matching.

Only hypothesis 3 was supported by our retrieval results. Queries that obtained poor retrieval
results from keyword matching were more likely to bene®t from causal relation matching. The
correlation between the 3-point average for Model 2 (keyword matching) and the improvement
in 3-point average for Model 3 (expressed as a percentage of possible improvement)4 was
signi®cantly less than 0 ( p<0.05 for a one-tailed test).

7.4. Comparing di�erent types of relation matching

Several types of causal relation matching were used in this study. The regression models for
the queries that showed an improvement with Model 5 compared with Model 2 were examined
to see which types of causal relation matching scores appeared in the regression models. Table 8

Table 6

Examples of queries in which the causal relation is ``central'' and ``peripheral''

Causal relation is ``central'' to the query

Query no.: 001
Description: Document discusses a pending antitrust case
Causal relation: [The antitrust investigation]e�ect must be a result of [a complaint]cause
Query no.: 007
Description: Document will mention a proposal to decrease the US budget de®cit
Causal relation: a proposal to [decrease the US budget de®cit]e�ect
Query no.: 010

Description: Document will mention a speci®c AIDS or ARC treatment
Causal relation: To be relevant, a document must include a reference to at least one speci®c potential [Acquired
Immune De®ciency Syndrome (AIDS) or AIDS Related Complex treatment]e�ect

Causal relation is ``peripheral'' or ``less important''
Query no.: 005
Description: The US or the EC charges Japan with dumping a product on any market and/or takes action against

Japan for proven or suspected dumping
Causal relation: [current charges made by the US or the EC against Japan]result for [dumping a product on the
US, EC, or any third-country market]cause
Query no.: 014

Description: Document cites current ®nal national approval granted to a company to market a drug for the
treatment of a speci®c ailment.
Causal relation: current ®nal national approval granted to a company to market [a drug]cause to treat [a speci®c

ailment]e�ect
Query no.: 021
Description: Document cites a breakthrough in superconductivity research and identi®es at least one commercial

application.
Causal relation: [a speci®c breakthrough in superconductivity research]e�ect through [development or use of new
materials]cause . . . [The entity]cause which achieved [the breakthrough]e�ect must also be identi®ed.

4 (3pt avg for Model 3ÿ3pt avg for Model 2)/(1.0ÿ3pt avg for Model 2)� 100
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shows, for each type of causal relation matching, how many queries had the variable for that
type of matching in the regression model for Model 5. From the table, it is clear that the most
useful types of causal relation matching are those involving a wildcard, i.e. where one member
of the relation Ð either the cause or the e�ect Ð is allowed to match with anything. ``Word4
word'' matching appears to have helped only three queries. We conclude that ``word4 word''
matching generally does not improve retrieval e�ectiveness over and above word proximity
matching. Word proximity matching should be used in place of `'word4 word'' matching. On
the other hand, causal relation matching with a wildcard as the cause or the e�ect can improve
retrieval.
Table 8 also shows that ``� 4 word'' and ``� 4 word pair'' matching helped nearly twice as

many queries as ``word 4 �'' and ``word pair 4 �'' matching. This is probably because there
are 15 queries which specify the e�ect but not the cause. These queries expect the cause to be
supplied by the retrieved document. Two examples of such queries are given below:

Query 7: A relevant document will cite at least one way to reduce the US budget de®cit.
Query 40: A relevant document will give at least one reason why a particular US Savings
and Loan has failed, or is about to be closed by public authorities or acquired by another
®nancial institution.

For such queries, the ``word 4 �'' and ``word 4 word'' matching cannot help. On the other
hand, there is only one query which speci®es the cause but not the e�ect.

Table 8
Types of causal relation matching and the number of queries for which the type of matching appears in the

regression model for Model 5

Type of causal relation matching No. of queries Query nos.

word4 � 6 1,5,14,75,130,145
word pair4 � 1 120

�4word 9 5,7,14,17,26,58,124,130,146
�4word pair 4 7,75,90,137

word4word 3 22,124,137

Table 7

Three-point recall-precision averages for queries where the causal relation is peripheral vs queries where the causal
relation is central

Centrality of the causal relation Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Non-central (N=24) 0.4533 0.4664 0.4736 0.4681 0.4748
Central (N=48) 0.4952 0.5160 0.5341 0.5368 0.5459
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8. Conclusion

The results of this study indicate that, for the type of queries used in the study and for the
Wall Street Journal full-text database, causal relation matching where either the cause or the
e�ect is a wildcard can be used to improve information retrieval e�ectiveness if the appropriate
weight for each type of matching can be determined for each query.
In Experiment 1, we used 39 queries to determine the best set of weights to use for

combining the subscores from the di�erent types of causal relation match. However, no
retrieval improvement was obtained when the set of weights was applied to a di�erent set of 38
queries.
In Experiment 2, the best set of weights to use for combining the subscores was determined

separately for each query using stepwise logistic regression. Causal relation matching yielded a
small (2.9%) but signi®cant improvement in the retrieval result, as measured by the 3-point
recall-precision average ( p<0.05, one-tailed test). The retrieval precision was better at most of
the recall levels.
Causal relation matching did not give better results than word proximity matching.

However, the best results were obtained when causal relation matching was combined with
word proximity matching. In this case, the retrieval improvement was signi®cant at the a �
0:01 level, and the percentage improvement in the 3-point recall-precision average was about
4.5%. Thirty-one percent of the 72 queries used in the experiment obtained better retrieval
results using the combination of causal relation matching and word proximity matching than
using the baseline keyword matching strategy. Twenty-four percent of the queries obtained a
retrieval improvement from causal relation matching in addition to any improvement obtained
using word proximity matching.
The regression models for the di�erent queries reveal that di�erent types of causal relation

matching are helpful for di�erent queries. Perhaps the most important insight obtained in this
study is that relation matching where one member (i.e. term) of the relation is a wildcard is
especially helpful. The most useful types of causal relation matching were found to be those
where either the cause or the e�ect was not speci®ed and could match with anything. Wildcard
matching is helpful in the following cases:

1. When the document uses a synonym or related term that is not anticipated by the user.
Using wildcard matching allows the retrieval system to register a partial relation match
when there is no match for one member of the relation.

2. When one member of the relation is speci®ed in a di�erent sentence in the document, as in
the following two examples:
2.1. The policeman surprised a burglar. In the ensuing struggle, he killed the burglar.
2.2. The policeman surprised a burglar. The burglar was killed in the ensuing struggle.

In both examples, there is a causal connection between the policeman and the burglar's
death. In example 2.1, an anaphor is used in the second sentence to refer to the
policeman in the ®rst sentence. In example 2.2, the policeman is not referred to in the
second sentence but is implied by the context.
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3. When one member of the relation is not speci®ed in the query but is expected to be supplied
by the relevant documents, as in this example query:

I want documents that describe the consequences of the Gulf War.
In this case, the user is not able to specify his information request completely. In the
terminology of Belkin, Oddy and Brooks (1982a, 1982b), the user has an Anomalous State of
Knowledge (ASK). Belkin et al. said that the goal of information retrieval is to resolve
anomalies in a person's state of knowledge by retrieving documents whose content will
remove the anomaly. For the type of ASK exempli®ed in the example query, the anomaly
can be represented as a wildcard in a causal relation:

Gulf war4 �

The retrieval system will attempt to retrieve documents containing a relation that will
instantiate the wildcard and so remove the anomaly.``Word 4 word'' matching where both
the cause and the e�ect have to ®nd a match is less helpful because such matches are
relatively rare. In place of ``word 4 word'' matching, word proximity matching should be
used. Word proximity matching was found to give signi®cantly better retrieval results than
the baseline keyword matching method.

Can the bene®cial e�ect of causal relation matching be enhanced in some way? There are
two factors that may increase the retrieval improvement from causal relation matching:

1. More accurate identi®cation of causal relations
2. More e�ective query expansion.

We carried out an additional analysis using manual identi®cation of causal relations to ®nd out
whether more queries would have bene®ted from causal relation matching with more accurate
identi®cation of causal relations. Details of this analysis are reported in Khoo (1995). Brie¯y,
the results using a sample of 16 queries indicate that higher accuracy in identifying causal
relations is likely to yield bigger retrieval improvement and also result in more queries
bene®ting from causal relation matching.

9. Directions for future work

The results from this study are not as strong as we had hoped. It appears to be very di�cult
to get a clear retrieval improvement from relation matching. Our results indicate that causal
relation matching can yield a retrieval improvement for some queries if the weights assigned to
the di�erent types of relation match are optimized for individual queries. It is, however,
di�cult to determine which query will bene®t from causal relation matching and what weights
to use, without a large number of relevance judgements. Most searches are of the ad hoc type
where the user will not have the patience to provide relevance judgements on a large number
of documents.
Partial relation matching where one member of the relation is a wildcard appears to be more

useful than complete concept-relation-concept matching. Substituting a wildcard for one
member of the relation is e�ectively the same as assigning semantic roles or role operators to
terms, as used by Liu (1997) and Marega and Pazienza (1994).
We o�er the following suggestions and guidelines for future studies of relation matching:
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1. Include partial relation matching, where one member of the relation is left out or replaced
with a wildcard.

2. Combine relation matching with query expansion. We surmise that expanding query terms
with synonyms and related terms can enhance the usefulness of relation matching.
Expanding query terms with additional alternative terms increases the chances of a relation
match. In this study, we expanded the terms using the Roget's International Thesaurus (3rd
ed.). Unfortunately, this did not help Ð possibly because Roget's is more useful for
expanding common terms than terms in specialized subject areas.

3. Use more than one type of relation, and use high-level relations instead of or in addition to low
level relations like case relations. We have focused on just one type of relation in this study.
We surmise that bigger retrieval improvement will be obtained if relation matching is
applied to more than one relation in the query. We also surmise that high-level relations are
more helpful in relation matching because of the higher chance of ``relational ambiguity''.

4. Focus on subject areas or types of queries where relations are important. In this study, better
results were obtained for queries in which the causal relation was central to the query than
for queries in which it was peripheral, although the di�erence was not signi®cant. It will be
useful to carry out more studies of the di�erent types of queries and information needs that
people have, and identify the types of queries where relations are important.
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Appendix A. List of queries used in the study

Notes:

1. � indicates that a causal relation is central to the query.
2. The number in the ®rst column refers to the query number in the TIPSTER/TREC test

collection.
3. Within parenthesis, total indicates the total number of Wall Street Journal documents with

relevance judgments from TREC-1 and TREC-2 for the query, and rel indicates the number
of documents judged relevant.

Query no. Title
� 001 Antitrust Cases Pending (total:1142, rel:178)
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005 Dumping Charges (total:1044, rel:139)
� 007 US Budget De®cit (total:1079, rel:160)
� 010 AIDS Treatments (total:691, rel:280)
� 012 Water Pollution (total:1002, rel:131)
014 Drug Approval (total:981, rel:223)

� 015 International Trade Liberalization Talks (total:333, rel:28)
� 017 Measures to Control Agrochemicals (total:853, rel:123)
� 019 US Protectionist Measures (total:354, rel:115)
021 Superconductors (total:713, rel:51)

� 022 Counternarcotics (total:827, rel:171)
023 Legal Repercussions of Agrochemical Use (total:921, rel:97)
024 New Medical Technology (total:1078, rel:335))

� 025 Aftermath of Chernobyl (total:607, rel:22)
� 026 Tracking In¯uential Players in Multimedia (total:400, rel:73)
� 030 OS/2 Problems (total:306, rel:57)
� 033 Companies Capable of Producing Document Management (total:250, rel:19)
� 038 Impact of the ``Religious Right'' on US Law (total:202, rel:57)
039 Client-Server Plans and Expectations (total:243, rel:13)

� 040 Analyses of Savings and Loan Failures (total:289, rel:150)
� 043 US Technology Policy (total:257, rel:60)
� 045 What Makes CASE Succeed or Fail (total:298, rel:36)
047 Contracts for Computer Systems in Excess of $1 Million. (total:607, rel:178)

� 051 Airbus Subsidies (total:326, rel:58)
� 052 South African Sanctions (total:230, rel:115)
� 056 Prime (Lending) Rate Moves, Predictions (total:404, rel:397)
058 Rail Strikes (total:191, rel:25)

� 059 Weather Related Fatalities (total:21, rel:0)
� 060 Merit-Pay vs Seniority (total:166, rel:23)
062 Military Coups D'etat (total:112, rel:28)
063 Machine Translation (total:6, rel:1)

� 064 Hostage-Taking (total:150, rel:29)
� 066 Natural Language Processing (total:7, rel:1)
� 067 Politically Motivated Civil Disturbances (total:87, rel:36)
� 068 Health Hazards from Fine-Diameter Fibers (total:145, rel:26)
� 069 Attempts to Revive the SALT II Treaty (total:429, rel:28)
070 Surrogate Motherhood (total:317, rel:11)
071 Border Incursions (total:88, rel:29)
072 Demographic Shifts in the US (total:292, rel:25)
073 Demographic Shifts across National Boundaries (total:318, rel:38)

� 075 Automation (total:191, rel:24)
077 Poaching (total:209, rel:5)
078 Greenpeace (total:91, rel:1)

� 081 Financial Crunch for Televangelists in the Wake of the PTL (total:451, rel:9)
082 Genetic Engineering (total:133, rel:106)
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� 083 Measures to Protect the Atmosphere (total:62, rel:51)
� 085 O�cial Corruption (total:212, rel:130)
090 Data on Proven Reserves of Oil & Natural Gas (total:227, rel:84)

� 098 Fiber Optics Equipment Manufacturers (total:29, rel:18)
101 Design of the ``Star Wars'' Anti-missile Defense System (total:337, rel:7)

� 103 Welfare Reform (total:372, rel:25)
� 104 Catastrophic Health Insurance (total:394, rel:25)
� 105 ``Black Monday'' (total:683, rel:26)
� 106 US Control of Insider Trading (total:757, rel:146)
� 108 Japanese Protectionist Measures (total:818, rel:189)
� 110 Black Resistance Against the South African Government (total:295, rel:150)
� 115 Impact of the 1986 Immigration Law (total:209, rel:85)
116 Generic Drug Substitutions (total:458, rel:28)

� 120 Economic Impact of International Terrorism (total:572, rel:48)
� 121 Death from Cancer (total:466, rel:2)
122 RDT&E of New Cancer Fighting Drugs (total:589, rel:86)

� 123 Research into & Control of Carcinogens (total:380, rel:106)
� 124 Alternatives to Traditional Cancer Therapies (total:516, rel:77)
� 125 Anti-smoking Actions by Government (total:397, rel:76)
126 Medical Ethics and Modern Technology (total:427, rel:57)

� 130 Jewish Emigration and US-USSR Relations (total:317, rel:64)
131 McDonnell Douglas Contracts for Military Aircraft (total:659, rel:22)
133 Hubble Space Telescope (total:258, rel:29)

� 135 Possible Contributions of Gene Mapping to Medicine (total:268, rel:156)
137 Expansion in the US Theme Park Industry (total:513, rel:111)

� 139 Iran's Islamic Revolution Ð Domestic and Foreign Social (total:332, rel:10)
� 140 Political Impact of Islamic Fundamentalism (total:448, rel:6)
� 141 Japan's Handling of its Trade Surplus with the US (total:779, rel:16)
� 142 Impact of Government Regulated Grain Farming on International (total:627, rel:338)
� 143 Why Protect US Farmers? (total:502, rel:135)
� 145 In¯uence of the ``Pro-Israel Lobby'' (total:527, rel:64)
� 146 Negotiating an End to the Nicaraguan Civil War (total:311, rel:68)
149 Industrial Espionage (total:442, rel:98)
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